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Description: Hideaway Expansion Bead from Trim-Tex features a co-
extruded flexible PVC center that is designed to provide a full / " of3 8

protection against the stresses of expansion and contraction.

Advantages: Made from rust proof, dent resistant PVC to reduce jobsite
and handling damage. Features a unique masking system comprised of
tear away fins that protect the center from drywall compound and provide
a cleaner, sharper finish than removable  tape masking systems.

Limitations: Hideaway Expansion is not a fire stop. For fire rated
applications, an approved fire backer must be placed behind the bead.
Check local codes or architectural specs. Hideaway Expansion must be
painted with a high quality paint, especially in exterior applications.

Applicable Standards: Rigid PVC products made by Trim-Tex meet
ASTM specifications D3678-97, D1784-03, C1047-99.

Surface Characteristics: Trim-Tex products are made from PVC. PVC
does not support combustion and is self extinguishing when the source
of flame or heat is removed.

Installation: For long runs, it may be helpful to snap a chalk line as a
guide for the Hideaway Expansion. To install the bead, cut the bead to
length.  Spray the bead and then the drywall with Trim-Tex 847 Spray
Adhesive. Immediately apply to the drywall. Staple both legs every 6"-8"
with / " long divergent staples.  Detailed installation instructions are1 2

included with each of the product

Finishing: For the ultimate performance, brush in the center of the
Hideaway with an exterior acrylic semi-gloss paint. Always use high
quality paints as they bond better and have more flexibility than more
inexpensive brands. Do not prime the flexible center of the Hideaway. If
applying primer by spray, try not to spray any primer into the flexible
center. The heavier the paint is applied, the worse the paint will perform.
Brush in a coat of the final paint color.

Accessories: 847 Spray Adhesive, Staple Guns and Divergent Staples,
Trim-Tex Sanding Blocks & Abrasive Products, Mud-Max Drywall
Compound Additive, North Safety Products distributed by Trim-Tex.
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Trim-Tex Hideaway Expansion

Sample Application
Not to Scale

Must provide
proper filler
for fire rating.
Check local
codes or
architect's specs.

For reference only.
Always follow approved architectural drawings.

Tear Away
Masking

Remove Tear Away fins
prior to final sanding

Available Sizes & Lengths

Stock # Length Pcs/box

2710 10' 25
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